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The discovery of the •;• ant] 1)1' ' has lee] to much speculation

tli.it these pnrtjtilra in.iv contain >i fourth, "charr.cd" cjuirk. In

the present schemes, the \ji antl $' would consist of cc pairs, and

thus have zero units of charm. However a nunber of other par*

tides containing charm are also postulated.3 Vho dec .y of

these particles would often contain a strange particle, with non~

leptonic decays expected to dominate. Wo report hero on a search

for these charmed particles using neutral Gtrange particle decays

in the Fermilab 15-ft bubble chamber.

The lD-ft chamber is an ideal instrument for such ft 6oarch.

Its 4n geometry and largo fiducial length (4.7 m) allow for

detection of more strange decays, particularly in the forward

direction, than in smaller chambers (for nxair.ple, the detection

efficiency for finding a K
s

-+-" decay in the 15' charter 1B

- 90t for this experinont, and o.ily - 50* in the 30-inch ehaniiar),

In particular, the detection of events with two or more Miuv-:.r

ttrangc decays is greatly enhanced over smaller chambera. It is

this advantage that we utilize in the present study. If an

associated charm-anticharm pair is produced, both changed par-

ticles may decay into a strange particle plus pions. Thus wa

search for charm among the events containing two neutral strange

particles.

This search has been sensitive U> the following specific

charmed-particle-production pxocessos:
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(1)

ivoly, and X stands for anything else that may be produced. The

decay nodes included were:

B * •» A (A) + it1

+ it

and their antiparticles.

Theoretical estinates of charra-anticharm production would

indicate that the cross-soction is lower than the sensitivity

of this experiment. However, an experimental estimate con be

nadu by comparing with the 3d production cross section which is

of the order of 1 lib'. This experiment is unique in tlmL tlio

4n geometry of the. chamber allows us to identify A'B, thins mak-

ing us sensitive to decay nodes not detected by a recent counter

experiment*. Our center of mass energy of 21.7 OeV allows de-

tection of higher masses than is possible in lower energy ex-

periments'. Kc therefore feel that these results, although

statistically limited, are important.

Tho data for this study arc the preliminary results of a

46,000 picture exposuro of *~p at 250 GoV/c. In about 40% of
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this film, 795 events have obtained fits to neutral strange

particle hypotheses. Those particles have boon analyzed using

the CERN HYnRA geometry-kinematics system. Of these events,

135 contained two or more fitted neutral strange particles.

The cross section for these events has been determined by

weighting the number of events found by the following factor*t*

a) scanning efficiencies for finding the primary

vertex and for finding Vee decays

b) detection efficiencies for missing close-in

Vecs (all Vees closer than 10 cm to the

primary vertex wore eliminated from the

sample due to large inefficiencies in this

region)

c) corrections for neutrfcl"-; decaying outside

the chamber

d) measurement and fitting efficiencies (through

the HYDRA system)

e) branching ratios for observable decays ef

K C ° ' B , A's and A

f) tho nicrobarn equivalent, determined from a

measurement of tho total cross section.'

The resultant inclusive cross sections for production of

K°K°, K°A, K°A, and AA arc given in Table I. The effective

mass distributions for the.ee r.trange particle pairs are shown

in Fig. 1. In each case, the dominant feature is peaking near

the low mass threshold for the production of the pair. Such

threshold enhancements nay indicato the exisrt.nc» of non-charraed

two Gtrango particle clusters.



In orderto enh'-nco the charmed particle signal, we concen-

trate on those events in which the two-particle ma=a is consider-

ably above threshold. If the two strange particles come from

separate charmed particles, their effective mass will not often

be low. For example, a simple calculation for the isotropic

decay of two Ho particles (of mass 2.25 GeV, both initially at

rest) into KB indicates 2/3 of the KK pairs will be obov>-> 1.5

GeV. Thus we have selected for special study those events for

which the tvo-strange-narticle mass was greater than 1501 above

threshold.

For the 41 such events in our sample, all charged tracks at

the primary vertex were measured and assumed to be pions; 36 of

these events were successfully measured.

TVn inclusive stud/ vas made of the decay rnde possibilities

by C07i>ining the candidates for each of the- decays in Reactions

f2). The mass distributions for Ks°n, As <ir
+ and r," combina-

tions added together), Ko
Sn+it" and An+it~ are shown in Figs. 2

and 3. The naso resolutions in these plots wore of the order

of 100 t'oV (the bin size). Thn signal for now particle produc-

tion which would have'been accepted was to he a font-standard

deviation enhancement in ono or two adjacent bins above a smooth

background. However, other than a few combinational fluctua-

tions/ no statistically significant enhancements arc observed.

An uppe? limit for each decay mode was obtained by assuming

four-standard dnviations on the total number of events in a

given bin. These limits decrease with mass as demonstrated for
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An by the insert to Fig. 2. Representative values! at the givgn

mass values arc as fellowst
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We have attempted to enhance signals in the mass plots by

selecting the charmed-candidate clusters that have a transverse

momentum of p . > 1 GeV. However, due to the resulting paucity

of data, nothing was observed with statistical eignifirance.

Another possible decay noes of a charmed particle is into

R°p. >-"•• nave measured all primary tracks identified on the Scan

table as protons in events containing a K°. The K° nsas3 dis-

tribution for these 23 events shows no statistically significant

peaks.

In summary, at our present statiatical level we have not

seen any evidence for charmed particle production. However,

these arc preliminary results, and further data and modes of

analysis are forthcoming.
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CROSS SECTIONS

AA

1.77 ± 0.46 mb

1.42 ± 0.37 Kb •

0.22 t 0.09 mb

0.2S ± 0.10 mb



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1« KK, KA, KA, AA effective nasr. distributions.

Figure 2t Kg°»+ + Ko
Sn" and An+ + An" mass distrivutions

inserts upper limit cross sections for new

particles decaying to An.

Pigura 3: Kg°»+»" and A»+w~ mas» distributions.
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